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QUESTION 1

You work as DBA at Company.com. You administer a SQL Server 2005 computer named Company A. Company A
replicates with other SQL Server computers and manages multiServer automation jobs. It also exports data to staging
databases for export to a data warehouse. After a few months without incident, Company A fails to start after a reboot.
You review the security log, which returns the results that the Security Log Results exhibit shows. 

You then review an individual audit entry, which the Individual Audit Entry exhibit shows. 
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The Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO) is configured with a Password Policy and Account Lockout Policy as
shown in the following table. 

You need to ensure that Company A runs properly. What should you do? 

A. Unlock the Company \sqlsrvc account. Then, configure the account with a strong password. Configure the SQL
Server services to use the new account password. 

B. Delete the current Company \sqlsrvc account. Then, create a new Company \sqlsrvc account and ensure a strong
password. Finally, configure the account so that users cannot change the password. Configure the SQL Server services
to use the new account password. 

C. Configure the Company \sqlsrvc account as a member of the local administrators group on Company A. Configure
the SQL Server services to use the new account password. 

D. Enable the Company \sqlsrvc account. Then, change the password to a strong one. Finally, configure the account so
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that users cannot change the password. Configure the SQL Server services to use the new account password. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing security for the HTTP endpoint for the proseware_projects application. You need to identify which
login or logins should be granted the CONNECT permission on the HTTP endpoint. Which login or logins should you
use? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. BUILTIN\UsersA local Windows group containing the PROSEWARE\DomainUsers domain global group 

B. ContractWritersA local Windows group containing the PROSEWARE\Contractors domain global group 

C. PMsA local Windows group containing the PROSEWARE\ProjectManagers domain global group 

D. EdsA local Windows group containing the PROSEWARE\Editors domain global group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to design a solution to allow the accounting managers to review accounting changes in compliance with the
companys business requirements. What should you do? 

A. Set up snapshot replication to a new database named Accounting_Changes. Schedule the snapshot to be sent at
close of business every Friday. 

B. Set up transactional replication to a new database named Accounting_Changes. Create a job to remove all rows that
have an inserted date that is more than eight days old. 

C. Create a job to create a database snapshot at close of business every Friday. Create another job to remove
snapshots that are more than two weeks old. 

D. Create a job to create a database snapshot at close of business daily. Create another job to remove snapshots that
are more than eight days old. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to design a stored procedure to import the registry information from AppServer1. You want to accomplish this
goal without allowing the execution of unmanaged code. What should you do? 

A. Use a regular stored procedure that calls xp_cmdshell. 
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B. Use an extended stored procedure. 

C. Use a CLR stored procedure with the SAFE permission set. 

D. Use a CLR stored procedure with the EXTERNAL_ACCESS permission set. 

E. Use a CLR stored procedure with the UNSAFE permission set. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a database administrator for Company.com. The company has a SQL Server 2005 computer that contains a
single user database named DB1. All company employees connect to DB1. Company policy requires that the database
be fault-tolerant and that failovers require no administrative effort. You need to provide fault tolerance for the database.
Your solution must ensure that client computers can connect to the database, even if the SQL Server 2005 computer
experiences a complete hardware failure, including a failure of all disks. 

What should you do? 

A. Implement transactional replication to another SQL Server 2005 computer. 

B. Implement database mirroring to another SQL Server 2005 computer. 

C. Implement a two-node Server cluster that contains the database. 

D. Implement log shipping to another SQL Server 2005 computer. 

Correct Answer: B 
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